Ph. D Entrance Examination

Applications are invited for Ph. D. entrance examination. Application form can be downloaded from website www.saurashtrauniversity.edu and also available at PG-Section. A draft of Rs. 550/- should be enclosed with application form and can also be paid in cash at PG-section. Candidate must have Post-graduate degree with 55% marks. 5% relaxation in marks will be given to OBC, SC/ST & Physically challenged applicants. Application form should be submitted in person or by post at PG-Section. For more information visit the university website.

Important Dates:
Last Date for Submission of form: **11/07/2011** (during office time)
Date of Examination: **24/07/2011**

Registrar
Date: **Saurashtra University**
(Re-Accredited NAAC, Grade B CGPA 2.93)

PI. ANIL P. — PROVOST

PI. ANIL P. MA. NAVALI MALD ADALJAMBOODI TEZ MAEDE KOM PUNJABDIINUZ www.saurashtrauniversity.edu PARDIKA PARAGOD KAD SARKE TEMBA PEECH WAKHAN PARDEE NAVALI SARKAHE. GAAJUINI PAYDI PUNJABDIINUZ PEECH WAKHANMAI OPLAWTH CH. KOMBINI SARHE. P. 30/- NO KIET KURTEWANE RALHE ABANHE. P. 50/- JEEKA PEECHWAKHANMAI RUPU RABRI SARKAHE. KOM PEECH WAKHANMAI RUPU ABAN TAIPA KARA HAMKA KERBANA RALHE. UMDEBAKAN ANUPECHKAD PASHANE ANGEKMAI ANAOA P. 75% WAKHANMAI CH. OBC, SC/STMAI AMBALABARD TRAMA UMDEBAKAN 5% GUJARI CHAKAD OPAKMAI ABAKHE.

AEPANAM TARIYEHE: KOM SUMERKARWANE CHALAWI TARIYEH: 11/03/2011 (MAMBAKANDAM SAMW TETMAK) PASHANE TARIYEH: 21/03/2011

RASHODAR
Saurashtra University